ABB is a pioneering technology leader in power grids, electrification products, industrial automation and robotics and motion, serving customers in utilities, industry and transport & infrastructure globally. Continuing a history of innovation spanning more than 130 years, ABB today is writing the future of industrial digitalization with two clear value propositions: bringing electricity from any power plant to any plug and automating industries from natural resources to finished products. ABB operates in more than 100 countries with about 147,000 employees.

ABB offers a comprehensive range of high-voltage products up to 1200-kilovolts (kV) that help enhance the safety, reliability and efficiency of power grids while minimizing environmental impact.

In a power system, a switchgear is used to control, protect and isolate electrical equipment to ensure the reliability of the electricity supply.

The factory is spread over 58,000 square meters and has been designed on the principles of Lean production to manufacture GIS from 72.5 kV up to 1200 kV and GIL from 72.5 kV up to 1100 kV.

Modern process techniques such as lean manufacturing, lean administration, just-in-time, one-piece flow, kaizen and theory of constraints are applied. The use of these new techniques helps to achieve top industry standards such as:
- Shortest delivery times
- Reliable on-time delivery
- Highest quality level
- Rapid response to customer requirements
- Highest cost efficiency
- Best performance
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The high-voltage facility
- Manufacturing of GIS from 72.5 kV up to 1200 kV
- Manufacturing of GIL from 72.5 kV up to 1100 kV
- Manufacturing of modules, assembly units and circuit-breaker interrupter chambers for ABB’s global GIS manufacturing network
- Test laboratory for high-voltage, high-current and mechanical testing up to 1200 kV
- Research and development center
- Service and training center
- Showroom with integrated customer lounge for factory acceptance tests

Manufacturing execution system (MES)
Implementing MES for material tracking, quality assurance and digital work instructions enables higher efficiency and productivity throughout the production process.

Lean manufacturing
The facilities allow for the efficient and effective production of customized as well as standardized products and systems. Flow production lines based on a one-piece flow and pull concept, ensured by a number of assembly stations (i.e. takt) enable optimized throughput time.
Incoming goods inspection
All materials are thoroughly checked in the incoming goods inspections to guarantee 100 percent quality.

Continuous improvement
The culture of continuous improvement processes (CIP) allows for operation and production to be reviewed and constantly optimized. This helps in achieving:
• Best quality
• Highest efficiency
• Safe operations

Testing infrastructure
High-voltage products are thoroughly tested in accordance with international standards and ABB quality assurance procedures. With state-of-the-art testing equipment like a lightning impulse withstand voltage chamber, high precision timing equipment and an advanced SF6-gas handling plant, routine tests are performed for:
• Mechanical operation testing
• High-voltage testing according IEC 62271-203 and IEC 62271-1 standards
• Lightning impulse withstand voltage testing
• Leakage testing
• Moisture testing
Factory acceptance test (FAT)
FAT is the single most important milestone in production where tests are performed to determine that the customer requirements and specifications are met prior to delivery to site.

Showroom with customer lounge
The latest products and solutions are displayed in the factory’s showroom. The integrated customer lounge hosts customers in the most efficient way to complete the FAT procedures and issue the relevant test protocols in the shortest time.
• From the lounge, the customer can interact with the testing engineers performing various tests
• Panoramic view of the test area and the assembly area

Installation and commissioning
Fully trained ABB experts provide on-site installation and commissioning for high reliability and optimized lifecycle performance from the first operation. The facility is fully equipped with tools and test equipment for fast and professional installation and commissioning.

Quality, safety and environment certifications
• ISO 9001 Quality Certificate
• Occupational Health and Safety Certificate OHSAS 18001:1999
• ISO 14001 Environmental Certificate